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Graduation Exercises 
December 16, 2 004 
Clemson, South Carolina 
\_ 
I 
CEREMONIAL MUSIC 
DEPARTMENT OF PERFORMING ARTS 
Prelude 
Impulse - Directed by Dr. Dan Rash, Director of Choral Activities 
Dr. Chris Mathews, Assistant Director of Choral Activities 
I. National Anthem 
Words by Francis Scott Key/arr. Dan Rash 
II. You Are 
Composed by Lionel Richie and Brenda Harvey-Richie/arr. Jeff Clinkscales 
III. Another Night 
Composed by J Wind, Quickmix, and Olaf Jeglitza/arr. Dan Lavender 
IV. Missing You 
Composed by John Waite, Charles Sanford, and Mark Leonard/arr. Phil Slagle 
V. Ode to Clemson 
Composed by Hugh H. McGarity/arr. David A. Conley 
Processional 
Traditional Marches and Trumpet Tunes 
Dr. Linda Dzuris, Assistant Professor of Music, Organist 
Interlude 
Old French Carol 
Composed by Paul Manz 
Dr. Linda Dzuris, Assistant Professor of Music, Organist 
Closing 
Clemson University Alma Mater 
Music by Hugh H. McGarity and Robert Farmer 
Words by A. C. Corcoran/arr. Ed Freeman 
Impulse 
Stage Party Exit 
March in D - George F. Handel 
Dr. Linda Dzuris, Assistant Professor of Music, Organist 
Members of Impulse 
Donovan Albia 
Jared Buchanan 
Jeff Clinkscales 
Kyle DeMent 
Justin Evans 
Daniel Morgan 
Brian O'Neill 
David Oyler 
Richie Swiger 
Mike Trammell 
John Wise 
Congratulatory Applause 
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for individual 
graduates. Such expressions frequently detract from the recognition due the next 
graduate in line. Your cooperation is respectfully requested. 
Graduation 
Thursday, December 16, 2004 
11:00 A.M. Littlejohn Coliseum 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
(Please remain standing for the processional, posting of colors, and invocation.) 
Posting of Colors 
Pershing Rifles 
Invocation 
Katie Manson, Student Representative 
Introduction of Trustees 
President James F. Barker 
Conferring of Honorary Degree 
President James F. Barker 
Reflections 
Senator Hugh K. Leatherman, Sr. 
Recognition of the Deans of the Colleges 
Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Doris R. Helms 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
President James F. Barker 
Recognition and Presentation of Awards 
Class of '39 Award for Excellence 
Faculty Scholarship Award 
Dr. Linda Dzuris, Organist 
Impulse 
Professor Michael Morris, University Marshal 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Leon J. Hendrix, Jr., Chairman ___________ Kiawah Island 
J. J. Britton, Vice Chairman Sumter 
Bill L. Amick Batesburg-Leesville 
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr. Columbia 
Thomas C. Lynch, Jr. Clemson 
Louis B. Lynn Columbia 
Patricia H. McAbee Greenwood 
Leslie G. McCraw Greenville 
E. Smyth McKissick Ill Greenville 
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr. Columbia 
Robert L. Peeler Lexington 
William C. Smith, Jr. Columbia 
Joseph D. Swann Greenville 
Trustees Emeriti 
Louis P. Batson, Jr. _________________ Greenville 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. Charleston 
W. G. DesChamps, Jr. Bishopville 
Harold D. Kingsmore Aiken 
Paul W. McAlister Laurens 
D. Leslie Tindal Pinewood 
Allen P. Wood Florence 
Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees 
and Executive Assistant to the President 
J. Thornton Kirby 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
James F. Barker ___________________ President 
Doris R. Helms Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
A. Neill Cameron, Jr. Vice President for Advancement 
Almeda R. Jacks Vice President for Student Affairs 
John W. Kelly Vice President for Public Service and Agriculture 
Scott A. Ludlow Chief Business Officer 
Lawrence Nichols II Chief Human Resources Officer 
Terry Don Phillips Director of Athletics 
Christian E. G. Przirembel Vice President for Research 
Clayton D. Steadman General Counsel 
HONORARY DEGREE 
HUGH KENNETH LEATHERMAN, SR. 
DOCTOR OF LAWS 
Senator Hugh K. Leatherman, Sr. committed to a course of public service more than 35 
years ago that would take him from the local town council to the pinnacle of South 
Carolina politics. 
As Senate Majority Leader, chairman of the Senate Finance Committee and a member of 
the Budget and Control Board, Leatherman is one of the state's most powerful leaders. 
A native of Lincoln County, North Carolina, he studied civil engineering at North 
Carolina State University. Just two years after earning his B.S. degree in 1953, Senator 
Leatherman moved to Florence, South Carolina, and purchased a small company called 
Florence Concrete. With hard work and leadership, the company grew to a $20 million 
business with 200 employees. Though he retired from day-to-day operations in 1994, 
Senator Leatherman is still involved in the business. He also holds business interests in 
residential building and commercial development. 
Senator Leatherman got his first taste of politics as a member of the Quinby Town Council 
from 1967 to 1976. Searching for a position in which he could serve South Carolina 
citizens beyond the Pee Dee, Senator Leatherman jumped at the chance to run for a 
Senate seat that came open in District 31 in 1980. He won and has served South 
Carolinians since. 
Over the course of his esteemed career in public service, Senator Leatherman has 
remained resolute in his commitment to balanced budgets, public accountability and 
responsible government. Prior to assuming leadership of the Senate in 2001, he served 
South Carolinians with distinction in a variety of legislative positions. He is vice-chair of 
three Senate committees - Banking and Insurance, Transportation, and Ethics - and 
holds the unique position of serving 10 years as chair of the South Carolina Procurement 
Review Panel, during which time he managed the development of the state's entire 
Procurement Code. 
In recent years, Senator Leatherman has been a champion of efforts to enable the state's 
three research universities to have access to more funding and to provide regulatory 
freedom to partner with private companies. He continues to support the research 
universities' role in developing South Carolina's knowledge-based economy. 
Senator Leatherman has long been a great friend to Clemson, supporting the University on 
many fronts, including budgetary matters and special programs such as the Clemson 
University International Center for Automotive Research. He serves as a member of the 
President's Advisory Board and as a member of the College of Engineering and Science 
Advisory Board. 
Clemson University holds Senator Hugh Leatherman's achievements and service to the 
people of South Carolina in the highest regard. It is a special privilege to present today the 
honorary degree, Doctor of Laws, to Senator Hugh K. Leatherman, Sr. 
The Academic Procession 
Th1: Ac<lJemic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, trustees, and honored 
guests of the University. Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its marshal, a 
senior faculty member, with the college baton, described under University Regalia. 
The college banners are placed on the stage. Each banner is a combination of colors that 
declare the disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were established by the 
American Council on Education, are as follows: 
College 
Agriculture, Forestry, and Life 
Sciences 
Architecture, Arts, and 
Humanities 
Business and Behavioral Science 
Engineering and Science 
Health, Education, and Human 
Development 
Library 
Staff 
Faculty Senate 
Colors 
Maize 
Brown 
Golden Yellow 
Lilac 
Brown 
White 
Dark Blue 
Drab 
Copper 
Peacock Blue 
Cream 
Orange 
Golden Yellow 
Light Blue 
Apricot 
Cream 
Lemon Yellow 
Purple and Orange 
Purple and White 
D iscipline 
Agriculture 
Forestry 
Life Sciences 
Architecture 
Arts 
Humanities 
Philosophy 
Accounting and Business 
Economics 
Public Administration 
Social Sciences 
Engineering 
Science 
Education 
Nursing 
Social Sciences 
Library 
Academic Support 
Instruction 
Collegiate faculty follow their marshal in order of academic rank wearing academic costumes 
of medieval origin. Those who have received their degrees from institutions outside the United 
States wear costumes specified by the awarding institutions. 
The academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from United States' institutions are 
specified by a uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are black 
and are usually mortar boards with tassels. Doctors of Philosophy wear gold tassels usually of 
metallic thread; other degrees wear black or discipline colors. 
The bachelor's gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also 
black, are longer than bachelors. O lder gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow while 
those since 1960 have sleeves extended to the wrist. Doctors' gowns are full, with bell-like 
sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and the sleeves are marked by three velvet bars. 
While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to replace black velvet with velvet 
in the discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usually of the university's colors. · 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the type of discipline studied and the awarding 
institution. First, degree level is signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' smallest, masters' 
larger, and doctors' quite large and of a different shape. Clemson does not award hoods to 
bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also conveys the degree. Secondly, the degree is 
indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the throat over the gown. The most 
frequently seen is dark blue, which designates the doctor of philosophy (Ph.D.) degree. Finally, 
the color of the hood's lining specifies the awarding institution. The colors are displayed in 
combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson University hood is lined 
with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V"). Although many combinations are 
duplicated by dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only institution with that registered 
combination. 
The officers, trustees, and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical, or military regalia as 
set forth by their professions with the President of Clemson University wearing a purple gown 
with four velvet bars piped in gold and the University seal embroidered on the panels. The 
Trustees wear a similar gown with three velvet bars piped in gold for doctorates and an 
embroidered palmetto tree on each sleeve for those who do not hold doctorates. Hoods are either 
from Clemson or from the awarding school. They are preceded by the University Marshal. Clad 
in a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal wears no hood and bears the University mace. 
At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional but are dismissed , 
al1.)11g with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
The University Regalia 
The University mace is the symbolic representation of the whole of Clemson 
University and must be present at any convocation where the University, through 
its delegated members, is acting officially. At any official convocation such as 
commencement, the University Marshal, carrying the mace, precedes the 
President into the assembly. The mace rests before the President's chair or speaker's 
stand throughout the ceremony, and its removal from the assembly at the close of a 
convocation is symbolic of the official withdrawal of the University and, thus, the 
close of the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the ceremonial maces 
carried by heads of state and church in the Middle Ages. Its basic clublike shape, 
however, is much more ancient, probably going back to man's prehistory. It is made 
of walnut wood and silver, with the seal of the University in gold and the 
University colors represented by insets of carnelian (orange) and amethyst 
(purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of South Carolina. 
The Presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority vested in the office 
of president by the governing body of the University. Only the University 
President may wear it, and while wearing it he speaks for the whole body of the 
institution. Clemson's chain and seal are made of silver and gold, and carnelian 
and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval "staffs of office" 
which were carried by the senior members of departments of state or church. They 
display the seal of the University and the symbolic color of the discipline to which 
the college belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut wood and silver with the 
various disciplines inset with enamel. 
The University regalia were designed and executed by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. Mr. 
Ebendorf is twice winner of the Tiffany Award and one of the most acclaimed 
goldsmiths of our era. The enamel plaques for the batons were executed by the late 
Professor Marshall C. Bell, and the lapidary work was executed by the late Mr. C. 
C. Wilson of Clemson University. 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DOCTOR'S DEGREES 
J. BRUCE RAFERT, Dean, Grndume School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Applied Economics 
Ahmed Abdelmotelib Badawi ______________________________ Cairo, Egypt 
B.A., M.A., Ain Shams University 
Dissertation: Using Gravity Equation for Explaining Home Bias in Cross~Border Equity Flows 
Advisor: Dr. S. L. Baier 
Oana Cristina Diaconu _____________________________ Bucharest, Romania 
B.A., Academy of Economic Studies; M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Evolution of Gender Wage Differentials in Late Transition: Evidence from Bulgaria 
Advisor: Dr. M. T. Maloney 
Santosh Nair New Delhi, India 
B.S., Andhra Pradesh Agriculrural University; M.S., University of Wyoming 
Dissertation: The Role of Regional Innovation Systems in Nonmetropolitan Economic Development in the South 
Advisor: Dr. D. L. Barkley 
Jeffrey Joseph Roach Greenville, SC 
B.S., Bob Jones University; M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Theoretical and Practical Implications of a Hedonic Pricing Model: Observations Taken from Wholesale Auto 
Auctions 
Advisor: Dr. M. T. Maloney 
Entomology 
Aaron Michael Hagerty Armington, IL 
B.S., M.S., Southern Illinois University 
Dissertation: The Impact of Predaceous Arthropods in Transgenic and Non, Transgenic Cotton IPM Systems 
Advisor: Dr. S. G. Turnipseed 
Yayi Munara Kusumah Bogar, Indonesia 
B.S., M.S., Bogar Agricultural University 
Dissertation: Biological and Molecular Characterization of Ascovirus Isolates from lndonesi<i and the United States 
Advisor: Dr. G. R. Carner 
Food Technology 
Kyung Won Kim---------------------------------- Pusan, Korea 
B.S., Kyung Hee University; M.S., Korea University 
Dissertation: Antimicrobial and Antioxidative Effects of Chirosans with Different Molecular Weights 
Advisor: Dr. R. L Thomas 
Plant Physiology 
Joe-Ann Helen McCoy Brevard, NC 
B.S., University of North Carolina; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Aqaea rncemosa L (syn. Cimicifuga ~ (L.) Nutt., black cohosh): Rhizome and Seed Propagation Studies with 
Analysis of Associated Tritcrpene Glycosides 
Advisor: Dr. N. D. Camper 
Zoology 
Karen Elizabeth Kinkead Kingsport, TN 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute & Stare University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Demographic Responses of Amphibians co Wetland Restoration in Carolina Bays on rhe Savannah River Site 
Advisor: Dr. D. L. Otis 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Chemical Engineering 
Srinivas S. Chcrukup:illi Hy<lcraba<l, India 
B.S., Kakatiya University 
Disserrarion: Online Measurements of Microscrucrure Using Raman Spectroscopy During Blown Film Extrusion of Polyolefins 
AJvisoc Dr. A. A. Ogale 
Tianrcn Guo ~----,-,--------------------------------Zhejiang, China 
B.E., M.S., Tianjin University 
Dissertation: Rheological Behavior and Microstructurc ofThcrmotropic Liquid Crystall ine Polymers 
Advisors: Dr. A. A. Ogale 
Dr. G. M. Harrison 
Chemistry 
Jennie Renee Ackins Sumter, SC 
B.S., Wofford College 
Dissertation: Studies in Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) Fuel Cells 
Advisoc Dr. S. E. Creager 
Alfred Rey Forbes IV Sacramento, CA 
B.S., Wofford College 
Dissertation: Hydrothermal Synthesis, Characterization and Growth of Metal Phosphates, Vanadates and Oxides 
Advisor: Dr.]. W. Kolis 
Aibing Liu Baoding, Ch ina 
B.S., Hebei University of Technology; M.S., Dalian Inst itu te of Technology 
Dissertation: Adaptive van der Waals Interactions for Reactive Potentials: Applicath.m to the AIREBO Model 
Advisor: Dr. S. ] . Stuart 
Liang Xue Shanghai, China 
B.S., Fudan University 
Dissertation: Recognition of DNA Multi-Stranded Structures by Neomycin Conjugates 
Advisor: Dr. D. P. Arya 
Civil Engineering 
Carl Spencer Frizzell __________________________________ Sylva, NC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Flow Separation Downstream at Equal and Opposing Flow Junctions in Open Channels 
Advisor: Dr. D. E. Werth 
Computer Engineering 
Nathan Andrew DeBardeleben Richmond, VA 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Coven: A Computation Model and Problem Solv ing Environment Framework for Supporting Optimization of Parallel 
Applications 
Adviso" Dr. W. B. Ligon 
Ximing Zhang Hunan, China 
B.S., Xian Jiaocong University; M.E., Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astronomy 
Dissertation: Output Feedback and Adaptive Control of Uncertain MIMO Nonlinear Systems with Non-Symmetr ix Input Gain 
Matrix 
Advisoc Dr. D. M. Dawson 
Computer Science 
Chakrit Watcharopas ------------------------------Bangkok, Thailand 
B.S., Thammasat University; M.S., University of Southern California 
Dissertation: An Interactive Virtualization of Real Environments 
Advisor: Dr. R. M. Geist 
Electrical Engineering 
]ian Chen ___________________________________ Hengyang, China 
B.S., M.S., Zhejiang University 
Dissertation: Visual Servoing with a Monocular Camera 
Advisor: Dr. D. M. Dawson 
Jeffrey Scott Wysocarski ----.,.-,-c,---,o-c---,..,-------------------------Rochester, NY 
B.S., Clarkson University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Routing Protocols for Frequency-Hop Wireless Networks 
Advisor: Dr. M. B. Pursley 
2 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
James Lcnwood Myers Adrian, MI 
B.S., Michigan State University; M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Improvements to Cosolvent Remediation of Chlorinated Solvent Dense Non,Aqueous Phase Liquids in the Subsurface 
Advisor: Dr. C. M. Lee 
Brian Anthony Powell Mobile, AL 
B.S., University of Montevallo; M.S., C lemson University 
Dissertation: Characterizat ion of Surface Mediated Plutonium Oxidation State Transformations by Synthetic Iron and Manganese 
(Oxy) Hydroxides 
Advisor: Dr. R. A. Fjeld 
Industrial Engineering 
Rew, Win Chen Changhua, Taiwan 
B.S., Chung Yuan Christian University; M.S., C lemson University 
Dissertation: A Generalized Tchcbycheff,Bascd Approach and its Applications to Multicriteria Scheduling Problems 
Advisor: Dr. W. 0. Ferrell 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Guoxin Cao Beijing, China 
B.S., Dalian Institute of Technology; M.S., Inner Mongolia University 
Dissertation: Multilevel Scale Computational Simulation of the Processing/Properties/ Performance of Single Wall Carbon 
Nanotubes 
Advisor: Dr. M. Grujic ic 
Jeffrey Robert DiMaio ---------------------------------Aynor, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Structure,Propercy Relationships of Extraordinary Transmission Through Plasmanic Films 
Advisor: Dr. J.M. Ballam 
Mathematical Sciences 
Brian James Hunt _________________________________ Churchville, NY 
B.A., State University of New York; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Multiobjective Programming with Convex Cones: Mechcxlology and Appl icat ions 
Advisor: Dr. M. M. Wiecek 
Mechanical Engineering 
Abhijit Sharad Joshi Pune, India 
B.E., University of Pune; M.T., Indian Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Computational Assessment of Useful Morphology Development in Multilayer Polymer Melts Organized by Chaotic 
Advection 
Advisor: Dr. D. A. Zumbrunnen 
Haipeng Li -,-...,.-,,----,-.,...,,...-,,.,----,-,-------------------------Beijing, China 
B.S., Tsinghua University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Exergy Based Design Methcxlology for Airfoil and Wing Shape Optimization 
Advisor: Dr. R. S. Figliola 
Jonathan Randolph Alden Maier ___________________________ Chapel Hill, NC 
B.S., Georgia Institute of Technology; M.S., Clemson Univers ity 
Dissertation: Foundations of Affordance Based Design 
Advisor: Dr. 0. M. Fadel 
Sethuramalingam Subbarayalu Kurunjakulam, India 
B.S., Anna University; M.S., Memorial University of Newfoundland 
Dissertation: Hp, Adaptive Ti me, Discontinuous Galerkin Finite Element Methcxls for Sccond,Order Hyperbolic Problems 
Advisor: Dr. L. L. Thompson 
Physics 
Hailemariam Ambaye ------------------------------- Ziway, Ethiopia 
B.S., M.S., Addis Ababa University 
Dissertation: Theoretical Study of Diatomic Molecule Scattering from Metal Surfaces and Their Application 
Advisor: Dr. J. R. Manson 
Matthew Allen Bartlett __ -:--:-c::--:0-:----...,,,-------------------------Fort Dodge, IA 
B.A., Bob Jones University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: fn, Vivo Diagnosis of Skin Cancer Using Polarized and Multiple Scattered Light Spectroscopy 
Advisor: Dr. H. Jiang 
David Alan Weston-...,.,--=--...,.-,,------,~-=-c----:------------------ Hendersonville, NC 
B.S., M.S., Jacksonville Scace University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Quantitative Evaluation of Rubber/Sil ica Particle lnterphase through Measurement of Heat Capacity 
Advisor: Dr. T. M. Tritt 
Tex tiles, Fiber and Polymer Science 
Kalya Eaiprasertsak Pbichit, Thailand 
B.Ed., Sri Nakharinwirot University; M.S., Chulalongkorn University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Electrochemical Synthesis and Characterization of Polymers from Bis (3, 4-ethylenedioxythiophene) Derivatives 
(BEDOT-Qs) as Optoelectronic Material 
Advisor: Dr. R. V. Gregory 
3 
COLLEGE OF HEAL TH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Career and Technology Education 
Pamela Miller Ardern Enid, OK 
B.S., M.S., Oklahoma State University 
Dissertation: The Effects of Experiencial Education on Resiliency Development of Middle School Scudencs in Alternative School 
Settings 
Advisor: Dr. C. E. Poston 
Thomas Bradley Bechtold __ ~~--~------------------------Charloc<e, NC 
B.A., Furman University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissercation: Predictors of Life Satisfaction Among Private Liberal Arts College and University Faculty 
Advisor: Dr. C. H. Isbell 
James Howard Blake Columbia, TN 
B.S., Tennessee Technological University; M.S., University of Arkansas 
Dissertation: Defining Priorities for Improving the Quality and Quantity of Educational Services Provided by the Clemson Extension 
Home & Garden Information Center (HGIC) 
Advisor: Dr. D.R. King 
John Thomas Henry Greenville, SC 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State Un iversity; M.H.R.D., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Study of How Psychosocial Work Factors and Ergonomic Risk Factors Affect Worker Stress and Musculoskeletal 
Discomfort 
Advisor: Dr. W. D. Paige 
Margaret Sorrell Trueman~ ~--,..--.,..,----.,--,.-,--.,..,------..,.,.-,--~--=--,---------------Gastonia, NC 
B.S., Queens College; B.S., Indiana University; M.S., University of North Carolina 
Dissertation: Effects of E~mail Mentoring on the Retention of First Semester Associate Degree Nursing Students 
Advisor: Dr. W. D. Paige 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Edward Leo Case ___________________________________ Sylva, NC 
B.S., M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Effects of Collaborative Grouping on Student Problem Solving in First Year Chemistry 
Advisor: Dr. M. M. Cooper 
Elizabeth Wilkinson Edmondson _____________________________ Seneca, SC 
B.S., Duke Univers ity; M.S., M.A.T., University of North Carolina 
Dissertation: The Impact of Collaborative Dialogue Over the Worldwide Web on Inquiry Center Science Classrooms 
Advisor: Dr. W. H. Leonard 
Rhea Nichols Galati-------------------------------- Hiawassee, GA 
A.B.)., University of Georgia; M.Ed., North Georgia College & Scace University 
Dissertation: Effects of a Service Leaming Program on English Proficiency of High School Students 
Advisor: Dr. C. G. Weatherford 
David Bruce La Vere-----..,.---------------------------- Lacona, NY 
B.A., M.A., State University of New York 
Dissertation: Native Americans in U.S. History Textbooks: An Analysis 
Advisor: Dr. R. P. Green 
Anne Campbell Peden Pelzer, SC 
B.A., Clemson University; M.A., Furman University 
Dissertation: Crafting a Sense of Place at the Middle Level: A Beginning 
Advisor: Dr. B. N. Bailey 
Joan Murphy Thompson Uniondale, NY 
B.A., Seate University of New York; M.A., Adelphi University 
Dissertation: Infusing Inquiry as a Critical Instructional Strategy into the Middle Grades Mathematics Curriculum 
Advisor: Dr. R. M. Horton 
4 
Educational Leadership 
Kimberley Gale Clardy~-----~-,-~----------------------- Easley, SC 
B.S., College of Charleston; B.A., M.Ed., Ed.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Teachers' Perceptions of Souch Carolina's A lcc rm1 te Assessment 
Advisor: Dr. J. L. Flanigan 
Troy Miles Terry .-,---,-,-------------------------------Hardeev ille, SC 
B.A., M.Ed., C lemson University 
Dissertation: Effects of a 21 '1 Cencury Community Learning Center of Student Achievement 
Advisor: Dr. R. L. Blackbourn 
Jennifer Cape Wilbanks Laurens, SC 
B.A., University of South Carolina; M.Ed., C lemson Universi ty 
Dissertation: Collegiate Bureaucracy: A Qualitative Approach to the Hiring and Promotion of Female Administrators 
Advisor: Dr.). L. Flanigan 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
George Newton Smith Anderson, SC 
B.S., M.In.Ed., C lemson University 
Dissertation: Examining the Impact of Market Size on Facility Security Operations at Indoor Multipurpose Facilities on College and 
University Campuses 
Advisor: Dr. F. A. McGuire 
5 
CANDIDATES FOR THE EDUCATION SPECIALIST AND 
MASTER'S DEGREE 
J. BRUCE RAFERT, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Barbara Krist in Clinron __________ Clover, SC Leigh Walker Joyner---------- Cordova, SC 
Henry Hartwell Herndon Bamberg, SC Michael John Loveless Newberry, SC 
Shannon Beery Herndon Bamberg, SC Chase Risque Mcintosh Charlotte, NC 
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES 
Scmt Lanier Phillips _________ Millen, GA 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Joseph Andrew Fuduric ______ ~_Greenvi lle, SC John M. Wood __________ Summervi lle, SC 
A nna N ikolayerna Savitskaya Sc Petersburg, Russ ia 
Biochemistry 
Gregory James G illes-------- Clemson, SC 
Botany 
Julie Rebecca Mitchell _______ Woodruff, SC 
Entomology 
Amy Lee Kilpatrick ___________ Selma, AR Monica Ann MacCarroll _______ Mt Clemens, Ml 
Environmental Toxicology 
Ashley Lauren Elzcrman Clemson, SC 
Forest Resources 
Thomas Stephen Eddins _______ Chesterfield, SC Ashley Stoll Joye __________ Columbia, SC 
Mark Sheldon Faulkenberry Pineville, NC Patr ick Jason Lee Orangeburg, SC 
Genetics 
Sarah Anne Bottomly---- --- Myrtle Beach, SC Raewyn Leigh Lowe __________ Scottsboro, AL 
Xiuyan Huo Beijing, China 
Microbiology 
Shitalbahen Vipinchandra Patel _____ Ode, Ind ia 
Packaging Science 
Sylina Dawn Li ttlejohn _________ Albany, GA Kie Tranese Thomas _______ North Augusta, SC 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
Christian Michae l Baldwin ________ Kenner, LA Sara Margaret Murdock ______ Bowling G reen, O H 
Patrick Edgeworth McCullough Franklin, TN Shane Roberts Parker Hurdle Mills, NC 
John Thomas Meehan IV Anderson, SC Drew Carson Zwart Ithaca, NY 
Zoology 
John William Livingston ________ North, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Visual Arts 
Ronald Mark Crawford _______ Phoenix, AZ 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Kelli Beth Bolt ___________ Anderson, SC Matthew Thomas Simon _______ Spartanburg, SC 
Jennifer Elaine Cooper Columbia, SC Tanya Kathleen Weisner Moore, SC 
Lauren Kenney Eidson Aiken, SC 
H istory 
Paul Williams Beckworth _______ Visalia, CA 
Professional Communication 
David Brooks Alexander ______ __ Anderson, SC Keri Ann Holder __________ Vicksburg, MS 
Heather Elizabeth Andcrson;Cox Greenville, SC Dana Carroll Morgan Lyman, SC 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Donald Clay Barnes _______ St Catharines, Ontario 
Steven Todd Bush Greenville, SC 
Michael Ryan McCann~ _______ Greenville, SC 
Eugene Bradley McCutchen JV Bishopville, SC 
Geoffrey Samuel Cheek Ottawa, Ontario Troy Christopher Patton Fairfax, VA 
Chad Stuart Colby Cortu, NY William Jasper Peeler, Jr. Spartanburg, SC 
Christopher James Couchell Spartanburg, SC Nolan Timothy Pulley Laurens, SC 
Alice Ann Crowder Easley, SC Diego Rubio Greenville, SC 
Brian Derek Dentler Taylors, SC John Henry Segars, Jr. Greenville, SC 
Arica Noelle Drake Pella, IA Shayndus Sperry Spoone Greenwood, SC 
Robert James Friedman Il Moore, SC Travis V. Spoone Greenwood, SC 
Aaron Paul Griffin Greenville, SC Choosak Taveekitikun Hatyai, Thailand 
Karen Sinclair Halt Greer, SC Joseph Stephen Watts Fountain Inn, SC 
Thanwalak Kerdhancra Hatyai, Thailand Andrew Thomas White Easley, SC 
Kenneth Hatcher Logue Grecnwcxxl, SC Kimberly Gray Wilson Bethel Park, PA 
Cindy Hervey Martin Grecnvillc, SC Suiliang Yu Guangzhou, China 
MASTER OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE 
Negar Tabari Edwards _________ Anderson, SC Gregory Earl Mumford __________ York, PA 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
David Nolan Clark II _________ Abbeville, SC William Christopher Jennings ______ Greenville, SC 
Lateefah Cannon Cochran Greenville, SC Joseph Blake McCall Seneca, SC 
Frances Courtney Cribb Marion, SC Christine Anne Olsen Houston, TX 
Joshua Martin Ellis Swansea, IL Youhong Wang Hubei, China 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
(Master of Public Administration is jointly administered by 
Clemson University and the University of South Carolina.) 
Scott Christen Allmon ________ Asheboro, NC Jennifer Rae Pas.sailaiguc ________ Charleston, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Thomas Edward Cull, Jr. ______ Alpharetta, GA 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Psychology 
David A. Band~---------- Holbrook, NY Laura Elizabeth McClelland _________ Perry, IA 
Kent Andrew Edmonds Anderson, SC Jessica Leigh Swink Springfield, TN 
Applied Sociology 
Christopher Michael Selzer ______ Severna Park, MD Margaret L Taylor __________ Brooklyn, NY 
Industrial Management 
Shama Balannawar ___________ Pune, India Nikhilesh Rajendra Mohanty ______ Mumbai, India 
Virendrasinh Vikramsinh Bhonsle Pune, India Harish Moriani Nagpur, India 
Deepak Mahendrakumar Chandak Nagpur, India Pushkar Vilas Pomis Mumbai, India 
Ajinkya Babroo Kale Maharashtra, India Nizar Noorddin Rana Nagpur, India 
Yingshan Mo Guangzhou, China Joerg Johannes Strebel Markt Erlbach, Germany 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Civil Engineering 
Curtis Allan Flint ________ Panama City, FL 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Bioengineering 
Priya Kesari ____________ Bangalore, India Srirarn Valangaiman Narasimhan _____ Chennai, India 
Kiran Kumar Manika Hyderabad, India Gary Bradford Shirley Murfreesboro, TN 
Shyamprasad Molugu Warangal, India Richard Eugene Thacker, Jr. Decatur, IL 
Biosystems Engineering 
(Biosystems Engineering is jointly administered by the 
College of Agriculrure, Forestry, and Life Sciences and the College of Engineering and Science.) 
Robert Wesley Bagley _________ Rock Hill, SC Kristy Lynn Conwell ___________ Greer, SC 
Alejandra Coloma Quito, Ecuador 
Chemical Engineering 
Liwen Jin ____________ Xinjiang, China Michael Messinger Zavatsky ____ Arlingcon Heights, IL 
Robert Anthony Walker Greer, SC Siqiang Zhu Hubei, China 
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Chemistry 
Jonachan David Griffich ________ G reenville, SC Yanping Sun ____________ Xi'an , China 
Civil Engineering 
Russell Howard Blake ---------~ Shelby, NC Timorhy Blake Mayberry _________ Chapin, SC 
Bhargavi C havali Hyderabad, India October Lynn McConnell Greenville, SC 
Justin Kem Crain Travelers Rest, SC V1jayakrishna Narapsetty Nellore, India 
Rohan Ramesh Deshmukh C lemson , SC Nilesh M. Oscwal C lemson, SC 
Joseph Franklin Fine Aurora, WV Angela Mahaffey Pauerson G reer, SC 
Adam T roy Gibson Louisville, KY John Phillip Raiford Danielsville, GA 
Vikcsh Dhananjaya Handratta Pune, India Kevin Michael Scurry Florence, SC 
Anushree Jain Pune, India Joshua Scephen Srnmm Sparcanburg, SC 
Prasanch Malisecty Hyderabad, India 
Computer Engineering 
Charles Andrew Chester _______ Sweetwater, TN Venkma Raghavendra Rao Inti, _____ Hyderabad, India 
L<llit Jayant Chiplonkar Pune, India Krishna Mohan Muriki Ncllore, India 
Brian Robert Crounse Ballston Lake, NY Sirisha P::1lagiri Hyderabad, India 
Patrick Kenyon Day Dresden, ME 
Computer Science 
Rashmy U. Appaneravanda ______ Bangalore, India Daniel James Lowhorn ________ Cookeville, TN 
Surja Deepak Bhandarkar Aurangabad, India Ankur B. Pal Mumbai, India 
Kalyan Ram Chincalapaci Vijayawada, India Deepak Shashidhar Vembar Bombay, India 
Kevin Waker C lark C hapin, SC Xiaohong Wang Dalian, China 
Harsha Vardhan Kovuru Rajampet, India 
Electrical Engineering 
Shilpa Bangalore Amamath ______ Bangalore, India Thomas Charles Royster IV ______ Thibodaux, LA 
Pranahita Andolu Hyderabad, India Daniel Paul Rumble Hanahan, SC 
Sunil Norbert D'Souza Mumbai, India Disha Saxena Nagpur, India 
Kanhik Gopinath C hennai, India Subramanian Seshadri Chcnnai, India 
DedeepyaNag Kalinadhabhoda Hyderabad, India Anjali S. Sharma Bangalore, India 
V.S.K. Kamal Lanka Clemson, SC Manish Prakash Shirnlkar Pune, India 
Charles Taylor McDonald C lover, SC Joel Brian Simoneau Pendlecon, SC 
Viraj Satish Menon Mumbai, India Ruth Reena Solomon Chcnnai, India 
Roan Marlon Nicholson Bridgeport, CT Surabhi Aditi Talwar Mumbai, India 
Nanda Kumar Palaniappan Salem, India Sudersh Vijayaraghavan C hennai, India 
N ilakancan Shankar Rajaraman C hennai, India Brian Eugene Williams Iva, SC 
Poomima Ramanathan Tirupur, India 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Pramoth C handrikamohan _______ Chennai, India Steven Michael Hirsch _______ Pawleys Island, SC 
Wade Hampton Crow Spartanburg, SC Ashish Shankar lnamdar Pune, India 
Jennifer N icole Gliem Wooster, OH Daniel Leon Maierhafer Fremont, WI 
April Ann Hall Greenville, SC Scephen Edward Novak Berwyn, IL 
H ydrogeology 
Nimeesha Bulsara __________ London, England Shaun Cameron Malin--------,...,..- Indiana, PA 
Scephanie Brevard Jones Charlescon, SC Yang Yang Nanjing, China 
Hailian Liang Ledu, C hina 
Industrial Engineering 
Sudheer Bayanker ________ Secunderabad, India Saryen Raina ____________ Clemson, SC 
Ramasekhar C herukumilli Bangalore, India Saravanan Regunath Tiruchirappall i, India 
Raja Jacob Jacob Tamil Nadu, India Vishal G. Shanbhag Mumbai, Ind ia 
Prashanc San jay Joshi Mumbai, India Amanjoc Singh New Delhi, Ind ia 
Sandhya Kommidi Hyderabad, India Ravikumar C. Subramanian Pollachi, India 
Parthiv G irish Mehta Mumbai, India Xiangyang Wang C hangsha, China 
Deepthi Nalanagula Visakhapatnam, India Barbara Foster Watkins Anderson, SC 
Annie Philip Kerala, India 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Prerak Y. Badheka _________ Ahmedabad, India Baris Kokuoz ____________ Ankara, Turkey 
Naga Sai Gopi K. Devaraju Visakhapatnam, India Venkat Ani l Kumar Magadala Bellary, India 
Kenneth Michael Evans Rock Hill, SC Rahul Sanjeeva Rao Bangalore, India 
Jennifer Lyn Gordon Hamburg, NJ Wei Wang Shangha i, China 
Gayatri Deepak Keskar Pune, India 
Mathematical Sciences 
Fleming Ryan Gibson ________ Sharpsburg, GA Gaurav Narwani __________ Jamshedpur, India 
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Mechanical Engineering 
Seth Alan Barbour _________ Chattanooga, TN Sai Ranga Vittal Palapanhy ______ Hyderabad, India 
Jeremy Adam Brougher Markleton, PA Justin Harold Sill Gaffney, SC 
Vinod Cherian Bangalore, India Joshua Randall Stewart York, SC 
Tczcan lnanlar Bursa, Turkey Henry Francis Vicali Lille, France 
Matthew Philip Jones Avon, CT William Robards Wetmore Ill Greenville, SC 
Christopher Paul Keener Lincolnton, NC Paul Hunter Wright Greenville, SC 
Robert Cecil Lawson Sparcanburg, SC 
Physics 
Erdi Ata Bleda _________ Istanbul, Turkey 
Textiles, Fiber and Polymer Science 
Pradeep Ragavendra Rao Korade _____ Mysore, India Jeffrey Charles Moreland ________ Pendleton, SC 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
' 
J 
Administration and Supervision 
Laura Graves Albertson Elberton, GA 
MASTER OF CAREER AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION 
Carolyn Walker __________ Seneca, SC 
MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Monique Evon Callaham ________ Trenton, SC Gary Wayne Lockhart _________ Six Mile, SC 
Cyrus Romel Griffin Trenton, SC Stacy L. McCier Greenwood, SC 
Carrie Anitra Hendrix Blair, SC Joshua Michael Moody Honea Path, SC 
Kimberly Ann Herriford Bowling Green, KY Michael Joseph Wilson Ill Hoschton, GA 
Lachelle Monique Howell Cross, SC 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration and Supervision 
Adriana Michelle Barri __________ Saluda, SC Leslie Janelle Houseworth _____ Stone Mountain, GA 
Lynn McGee Black Clinton, SC Kippy Walker Kelly Clarks Hill, SC 
Cherya Ann Clark North Augusta, SC Brenda Kimbrell-Steele Elberton, GA 
David Eugene Fallaw Johnston, SC Lori Quade Lindler Calhoun Falls, SC 
Kemberly Jean Gambrell Greenwood, SC Burma Amanda Clark Lowe Johnston, SC 
Josie Kate Floyd Haupfear Clinton, SC Theresa Jane Williams Chagrin Falls, OH 
Counselor Education 
Patrina McFadden Alexander ________ Aiken, SC Kimberly Dawn Lister--------- Anderson, SC 
Tezandrea Titiana Blair Mauldin, SC Alicia Izetta Martin Mauldin, SC 
James N. Bruno Brookeville, MD Sarah E. Olma Taylors, SC 
Matthew Robert Bums Landrum, SC Ian Ransom Potcer Lilburn, GA 
Ethel Wideman Cannady McCormick, SC Melissa Tidwell Powell Charleston, SC 
Christine Marie Elia Morristown, TN Dawn Elizabeth Rampev Easley, SC 
Cari McCall Gosnell Seneca, SC Elizabeth Claire Rampy Liberty, SC 
Dianne Henney Greyerbiehl Dayton, OH Amy Ballew Redd Greer, SC 
Juanica Hawkins Anderson, SC Patrice Marie Stokes Gonzales, LA 
Carrie Ellen lnderlied Hamburg, NY Jennifer Hensen Summer Clemson, SC 
Michaela Lynn Johnson Bluffton, SC Cynthia Nicole Vasi las Belton, SC 
Maria Darlene Langley Greenwood, SC Elizabeth Ann Wesley Mauldin, SC 
Elementary Education 
Cristie Chaney Caldwell ________ Greenville, SC Dawn Montgomery Hooker ________ Easley, SC 
Amanda Marie Dickenson North Augusta, SC Jennifer Leigh Ransom Inman, SC 
Reading 
Michelle Berry Grachek _______ Fork Shoals, SC Sara Elizabeth Munroe ________ Greenville, SC 
Suzanne Jenkins Hill Clemson, SC Ashley Elaine Roe Simpsonville, SC 
Katharine Coker Lake Ware Shoals, SC 
Secondary Education 
Audra Amanda Dorr _________ Greenville, SC Venesa Ruiz ____________ Greenville, SC 
Glenda Jean Lofink Pickens, SC Charles Kirkland Smoak Ill Columbia, SC 
Special Education 
Karie Dawn Adams --------- Due West, SC Desiree Elizabeth Sheppard ______ Fayetteville, NC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Bobbie Brown Buchan _________ Hamilton, AL Jennifer Ruth Powell _________ Anderson, SC 
Julia Caldwell Coons Belton, SC Sheila Belinda Thomas Washington, GA 
Susan Allen Mclaughlin Greer, SC 
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Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Jes.sie Morgan Gibson _________ Westport, NY Jennifer Rae Passailaigue _______ Charleston, SC 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Digital Production Arts 
Bahar Aybar ___________ Ankara, Turkey Brian Richard Cumming _______ Summerville, SC 
Amit Barman Sodpur, India Daniel Furman Ott Laurens, SC 
Frank Coleman Bates Myrtle Beach, SC Jin Pei Hangzhou, China 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
CAL VIN LEE SCHOUL TIES, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Biological Sciences 
Kathleen Laura Carney------- Lanoka Harbor, NJ De'Margio Tedrico Jones _______ -cGreenville, SC 
Sally Elizabeth Du Bose Newberry, SC Jennifer Marie Phillips Spartanburg, SC 
*Rebecca Herron Escero, FL Colleen Marie Zadroga King Of Prussia, PA 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Walter L. Roark IV _________ Greenwood, SC Timothy William Yount _________ Sumter, SC 
Alana Louise Willingham Newberry, SC • 
Agricultural Education 
Casey McAdam Burnett _______ Campobello, SC Beth Megan Turpin ___________ Seneca, SC 
Emily Baldwin Rollison Eastover, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
Christopher Mcleod Bradham ______ -,,-Sumter, SC Joseph Robert Surface ________ Charleston, WV 
John Barry Burnside, Jr. Rock Hill, SC Robert Herndon Todd, Jr. Laurens, SC 
James Kenneth Lupo Lake View, SC Michael Lee Warren Greer, SC 
David Andrew Simpson Iva, SC 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
Tristan Zachary Carver ________ -,,---,---Irmo, SC *Audrey Viola Lane _________ Greensboro, NC 
James Phillip Cooler Ill Ridgeland, SC -t***Melissa Elizabeth McClure Columbia, SC 
Manhew Perry Finley Simpsonville, SC Kelly Suzanne McDaniel Little River, SC 
***Katrin Freese McConnells, SC James Andrew Myers Oakway, SC 
Kathryn Elizabeth Kilgore Hilton Head Island, SC Barbara Gwenn Rogers Westminster, SC 
Biochemistry 
*David Mark Perry _________ Chapin, SC 
Biological Sciences 
**Anish Dilip Amin __________ Clemson, SC Lakcisia Winnette McFadden ________ Alcolu, SC 
Karl Gulferica Catalla Hebron, MD Stephanie Lynn Morris Piedmont, SC 
*Steven Michael Cress Orangeburg, SC Ankur Nalin Patel Spartanburg, SC 
Mathew Coleman Darmer Greenwood, SC Charles Jonathan Rhodes Moncks Comer, SC 
Candis Suzanne Duncan Easley, SC Javone Latrice Richardson Lancaster, SC 
*Katherine McNeal Gallagher Charleston, SC Kristen Alaina Rogers Ridgeville, SC 
Robert Kenny G ildner Columbia, SC Jeffrey Ryan Siewicki Charleston, SC 
Melissa Zanetta-Faith Greene Orangeburg, SC William Daniel Stogner Lilburn, GA 
Laura Marie Jicka Old Bridge, NJ +***Rachel Ann Sweigart York, SC 
Jennifer Johnson Columbia, SC 
Crop and Soil Environmental Science 
Heather Diane Kin~ __________ Belton, SC Myra Anne Walters __________ Pendleton, SC 
Environmental and Natural Resources 
Wesley Adair Covington _________ Norway, SC *Erin Lynn Moscoller __________ Somerset, PA 
Food Science 
Anne Marie Berggren _________ Pensacola, FL Courtney Diane Collins ________ .Mt Pleasant, SC 
Katherine Taylor Cl ifton Raleigh, NC La Tanya Marie Drummond Greer, SC 
Forest Resource Management 
John Benjamin Burt Ardrey _______ Lancaster, SC *Vernon Weston Hiott _________ Bamberg, SC 
James Rolfe Brunson Darlington, SC James-Robert Franklin Jones Pendleton, SC 
Randy Lee Carter, Jr. Florence, SC William Lonnie McCallister II Boiling Springs, SC 
*Percival Pedro Cho Belmopan City, Belize Chace Truett Shealy Saluda, SC 
*Tyson Lewis Crouch Green Pond, SC Michelle Lillian Strickland Beaufort, SC 
Horace Edward Gambrell Mountain Rest, SC Phillip Lee Thomas Conway, SC 
Horticulture 
Bryan Thomas Calhoun ________ Ringgold, GA Christopher Andrew West ______ Simpsonville, SC 
Christopher Michael Dicks Aiken, SC Edward Mclayne Wilkerson Charleston, SC 
Hannah Borden Hager Athens, GA Stacy Michelle Wilson Gilbert, SC 
Kelly Raine Johnstone Reidsville, NC Cecelia Pressly Yost Greenville, SC 
Justin Erik Snelgrove Joanna, SC 
Microbiology 
Kimberly Rachelle Clark _________ Muncie, IN Ansel Edgar Hardin Ill __________ York, SC 
Kimberly Ann Hamer Dillon, SC Eric Hingleung Lee Hong Kong 
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Microbiology (clmtinucJ) 
~hrianne V<1y l)rr ___________ P,clton, SC Jennifer Ryan Romanstinc _______ Greenville, SC 
Packaging Science 
Chrisrnpher James Austin ________ Fredonia, NY Michael Wesley HcaJ --------~ M;rnlJin, SC 
Dimerrius R;1sha._\ Clinksi.:;dcs AnJcrson, SC MeriJith Lynne Leverett North Augusta, SC 
Kelly AJair Cok·b;mk Rock Hill, SC Matthew Stewart S immons Darlington, SC 
R;Khcl Lyn Cr<tfr Delran, NJ Patrick William Smith Wexford, PA 
Russt..·11 RoJgcrs Creech Walterboro, SC Ashley Marie Vogel Irmo, SC 
*Leslie Harrison Har1H1._"'ll1 Lexington, SC Juswn Paul Wimherly Reevesville, SC 
Pre;Profcssional Studies 
Megan E. Clxlns __________ Ornngeburg, SC James Keelan Smith __________ Hartsville, SC 
*Alyson Wrac Gibson Columbia, SC Deborah Ann Thompson Spartanburg, SC 
Turfgrass 
Jordan Christopher Booth ______ ~ Richmond, VA Raymond Kevin McCauley ________ Sumter, SC 
Michael Thomas C::mnistra Cooperstown, NY Matthew Curtis Rogers Greer, SC 
Benjamin Paul Culclasure Greenville, SC Ryan Lcbrook Sentell Clinton, SC 
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
James A. Dowling ---------- Beaufort, SC Graham Corbett Norwood Barnwell, SC 
Patrick Christopher Ely Atlanta, GA Carson Dudley Rogers Hendersonville, NC 
Nicholas Todd Holbrooks Toccoa, GA Lorianne Nicole Shealy Pomaria, SC 
Matthew Howard Hortman Goose Creek, SC Diana Elizabeth Sulzen Barnwell, SC 
*Michael Glenn Meek Simpsonville, SC Eric Tyler Theiling Charleston, SC 
Joel McKeon Mitchell Newberry, SC Kathleen Frances Williams ____ Hilton Head Island, SC 
James Marion Moore Ill VanWyck, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
JANICE CERVELLI SCHACH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Laura Elizabeth Barkley _______ ~_ Clemson, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Crabtree Spartanburg, SC 
Quinn Kent Peterson __________ Clemson, SC 
Wilson Manning Richardson Spartanburg, SC 
**Mary Clark Gaston Greenville, SC *Stephanie Erin Smith Anderson, SC 
***Emily Claire Jacobs Gastonia, NC Sarah Evelyn Thompson North Augusta, SC 
BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
Kevin Cato Ammons Spartanburg, SC Daniel Wesley Swanger ________ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Michael Robert Anaya Erie, PA Joseph Brooks Swanger Mt Pleasant, SC 
**Vanessa Adrienne Ciaccio ____ South Yarmouth, MA *Laura Elizabeth Voelz Columbus, IN 
Mary Catherine Darnell Shalimar, FL Corey Omar Watson Fort Mill, SC 
LeNolon Edge North Myrtle Beach, SC John Brandon Whitten Pineville, SC 
Jill Marie Smyth Neptune, NJ 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Architecture 
Sergio Steven Gambale __________ Berlin, NJ +**Stephanie Marie Schwindel ______ Florence, SC 
Elizabeth Laurel Harding Chester, VA M'Lilian Latrice Scott Columbia, SC 
Joel Hochmal McKellar Mt Pleasant, SC Karl Christian Steude Chapin, SC 
*Laura Elizabeth Miano Charleston, SC Jason David Underwood Greenville, SC 
+*Amy Reynolds Parks North Augusta, SC *Stephanie Rae Weeks Florence, SC 
Brian Rousseau Rome New Orleans, LA Nathaniel Graham Wood Fort Mill, SC 
Communication Studies 
Joseph Fletcher Anderson Ill _______ Edgefield, SC Lauren Marie Klocko __________ Millis, MA 
Bridget A. Bacon Dalton, MA Mollie Martin Scarborough, ME 
Sarah Katherine Brewer Miami, FL Erika Robyn McCraw Aiken, SC 
+*Denisha Antoinette Champion Camden, SC David Cochrane Miller Philadelphia, PA 
Craig Colin Crolley Myrtle Beach, SC Samuel James Plummer Woodbridge, VA 
Bradley Joel Crosby North Augusta, SC Jessica Lynn Rochester Greenville, SC 
Jennifer Camille Daniel Columbia, SC Sarah Elizabeth Schachte Charleston, SC 
Crystal Ann Engle Charlotte, NC Jamie Lyn Stake Wheeling, WV 
Corey Lamont Greene Ladson, SC Lee Andrew Williams 11 Fayetteville, NC 
*Jordan Lee Hix Irmo, SC *Holly Camille Yates Columbia, SC 
**Maury Elizabeth Horne Greenville, SC Jonathan Philip Zimmerman Biggulps, CO 
Design 
David Wayne Clark, Jr. _________ Aiken, SC Michele Lynne Michael ________ Beaufort, SC 
English 
Katharine Rohrer Barnhart ________ Madison, AL Jonathan Kyle Fowler ________ Williamston, SC 
Ashley Elizabeth Bulger Mariecca, GA Katherine Laurin Keith Pilot Mountain, NC 
Margaret Caroline Carroll Sullivan's Island, SC Courtney Michelle Laster Greenville, SC 
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English (continued) 
***Karla Marie Lyles __________ Florence, SC **Joseph Curtis Schumacher ________ Aiken, SC 
Eric Hornig Nickerson, Jr. Rcston, VA **Zackary Dwayne Vernon Pawley's Island, SC 
Christopher A. Parise Pittsburgh, PA *Jason Allen Walter Summerville, SC 
Luke Caner Rumsey Greenville, SC **Patricia Fitzgerald Warner Central, SC 
History 
James Henderson Abrams Ill ______ Checotah, OK *Alan Woodall Madison ________ Clemson, SC 
Chriscophcr Michael Collins Darlington, SC Kevin Scott Mc Vicker Lcxingcon, SC 
Tiffany Ann Davis Sumter, SC **Adam Jeffrey Pratt Duluth, GA 
Catherine Ramey Fain Raleigh, NC William Scott Quigley Sylvania, OH 
Peter Randolph Ravenel Kapeluck Clemson, SC **Benjamin Littlecon Shealy Georgiana, AL 
*Anna Jeanette Knight Charlottesville, VA James Virgil Upp Lancaster, SC 
Jason Adam Macias Taylors, SC 
Language and International Trade 
Jacob Leonard Cameron _______ Chesapeake, VA Joverh Colina Pacaanas ________ Glen Burnie, MD 
*Ashley Paige Chiola Summerville, SC +*Jacqueline Camille Ratliff Aiken, SC 
Lyndsey Ann Hughes Westminster, SC Rebecca Jordan Tobia Portland, ME 
*Stefan Nicholas Locklair Summerville, SC 
Modern Languages 
*John Randall Rouse Clarke _____ Atlantic Beach, NC +*Jacqueline Camille Ratliff ________ Aiken, SC 
Jessica Dawn Hinkel Easley, SC **Joseph Curtis Schumacher Aiken, SC 
Carrick Thomas Longley Chattanooga, TN Rebecca Leigh Wright Piedmont, SC 
Philosophy 
+*Daniel Andrew Lilly __________ Licicz, PA ***Ambrea Nicole Watts _________ Vale, NC 
Production Studies in Performing Arts 
Eric Hingleung Lee Hong Kong 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Architecture and Philosophy 
Christa A'Layne Bencon Cheraw, SC 
Communication Studies and Psychology 
Jenilee Ann Hlavenka __________ Holmdel, NJ *Priscilla Terzo __________ Indian Land, SC 
Economics and Philosophy 
Michael Mechab Milbee Hartsville, SC 
History and Political Science 
Matthew S. Ostwalt Vale, NC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science and Management 
Timothy Lee Alvarado-------- Charleston, SC Charles Barry Torrence, Jr.------ Chattanooga, TN 
Tyler Birney Blind Clinton, SC Scott Lee Wade Irmo, SC 
Justin Patrick Corrao Springboro, OH Mitchell Wayne West Union, SC 
Thomas Charles Kendrick Braintree, MA *Samuel Joseph Zion Bamberg, SC 
David Robert Moody Aiken, SC 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
BRUCE YANDLE, Interim Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
**Laura Lea Darby ___________ Chester, SC Kyle Stuart Worthy __________ Charlotte, NC 
Raven Luellen Graves Johnsonville, SC 
Political Science 
Layth Husam Badr Greenville, SC +*Kathryn Michelle Moore ______ Alpharetta, GA 
•Adam Gregory Byrley Grayson, GA Paul Michael Neill Greenville, SC 
Jared Daniel Carpenter Camilla, GA Donna Delores Reed Charlescon, SC 
Robert Dustin Chapman Greenville, SC Joshua Scott Rush Greenwood, SC 
Christopher Roland Daleske ___ Hilton Head Island, SC Nikos John Sfondouris Annapolis, MD 
Jason Wyatt Dimery Irmo, SC *Patsy Jean Snyder Enid, OK 
Robert Russell Gusick Atlanta, GA Lesley Brooke Stevens Vacaville, CA 
Sarah Joan Hammond Camden, SC Kelly O'Mallcy Valaitis Williamstown, NJ 
*George Franklin Holman, Jr. Greenville, SC Darick Joseph Waguespack Anderson, SC 
Nicholas Stephen Johnson Beaufort, SC Ryan Blake Wilbanks Barnwell, SC 
Jamie Lynn Ledbetter Greenville, AL 
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Psychology 
***Kelley Ann Bishop _______ Woodbridge, VA Nathan Daniell Klein __________ Smyrna, GA 
Lesley Whitlock Dorn Liberty, SC *Sarah Elizabeth Perkins Kansas City, KS 
Mary Maureen Doyle Marietta, GA Kristina Lynn Simoneau Jensen Beach, FL 
April Dawn Edge Woodruff, SC Matthew Michael Sullivan Charleston, SC 
*Erik Joseph Gans Greenville, SC *Kimberly Manzell West Simpsonville, SC 
Mary Sherrill Horton Spartanburg, SC *Jessica Marie Zwahlen Easley, SC 
*Hayley Adams Kem Spartanburg, SC 
Socio!Ojly 
Jennifer Lauren Avery ________ Simpsonville, SC Ashley Joanna James __________ Sencca, SC 
Matthew Travis Bowling Virginia Beach, VA Margaret Ann Morgan Charlotte, NC 
Stacey Lane Brashier Greenville, SC **April Sunshine Thomason Greenville, SC 
William Henry Fletcher Anderson, SC Thomas Davis Tye Anderson, SC 
Lacey Nicole Ginn Greenville, SC Rachel Elizabeth Webb Columbia, SC 
Oliver Stockton Claiborne Harvey Lynchburg, VA 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
History and Political Science 
Mary Kennington Steele Greenville, SC 
History and Sociology 
Kendra Ann Ferrie Tau neon, MA 
Political Science and Sociology 
Nicole Cariri Scamford, CT 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accounting 
+***Jennifer Anne Booth ________ Chapin, SC Kelly Diane Hairston __________ Decatur, GA 
Ryan Thomas Bowman Anderson, SC Anthony Rashaun Lawrence Douglas, GA 
**William Sidney Brown Salem, SC Paige Irene Littlejohn Six Mile, SC 
Brandi Leigh Couch Heath Springs, SC Stephen Lee Solesbee Williamston, SC 
*Allyson Traylor DeHart Carlisle, SC Carey Thomas Towne Charleston, SC 
Christine Dupont Greenville, SC Robert Travell Watkins Sumter, SC 
Jay Barrett Gillespie Lilburn, GA ***Hope Michael Yoder Greenville, SC 
Economics 
Zachary Frederick Paul Adams Spartanburg, SC Cedric Derrell Johnson ________ Americus, GA 
+***Darcy Laine Austin ____ Indian Harbour Beach, FL **Emily Louise Manning Wilmington, DE 
Aaron Michael Cacanzarite Massena, NY Wesley Michael Neese Lugoff, SC 
Daniel Keith Cole Orangeburg, SC Kristin Marie Sarver Clemson, SC 
Jeffrey Charles Geiger Auburn, ME 
Financial Management 
Joseph Vincent Ader, Jr. ______ Satellite Beach, FL John Patrick Howard __________ Fairfield, CT 
Jansen Tyler Bailey Bethel Park, PA Christopher Dale Jarvis Irmo, SC 
Joshua Allen Brooks Holly Hill, SC Jonathan Russell Laible Herndon, VA 
*John Randall Rouse Clarke Atlantic Beach, NC David A. Martin Culpeper, VA 
Angelia Juliette Clement Anderson, SC *Dia Chiara Metropolis Hilton Head Island, SC 
Jesse Randall Cloyd Boca Raton, FL Brian Keith Parsons Simpsonville, SC 
Shaun Nicholas Cox Black Mountain, NC James Andrew Paylor Greenville, SC 
Matthew Marion Davis Norway, SC Melissa Necole Peoples Due West, SC 
Nina Jerretta Dicks Hemingway, SC Joshua William Pryor Landrum, SC 
Jeffrey Charles Earley · Greenville, SC **Fouad Philip Saade Beirut, Lebanon 
Aaron Michael Galloway New Egypt, NJ *Taryn Lee Safrin Cincinnati, OH 
Jeffry Glenn Gleason, Jr. Wexford, PA David William Stone Pickens, SC 
*Michael Andrew Halasz Myrtle Beach, SC Joel Travis Swayngham Pickens, SC 
William Travis Harper Columbia, SC Brett Tillman Swindle Roswell, GA 
Grant Chriscopher Herring Greer, SC Stephen Nicholas Troisi Sparcanburg, SC 
Graphic Communications 
*Jennifer Anne Alexander-------- Cencral, SC ***Grace Evelyn Gibson _______ Laurinburg, NC 
Melissa Ann Anderson Florence, SC Somer Faith Goodwin Columbia, SC 
Brit Deon Barrow Marietta, GA Michael Paul Haid Pittsford, NY 
Margaret Lauren Bates Myrtle Beach, SC Lauren Ann Henderson Chesnee, SC 
**Amanda Louise Bauer Hillsborough, NJ Kathryn Hennessey Cornwall, NY 
Jennifer Ann Bechtel York, SC Christina Sara Horton Kingstree, SC 
J. Patrick Brown Mt Pleasant, SC Kaete Rockefeller Hoyt Titusville, FL 
*Michael James Cocney York, SC *Stephanie Reid Hull Liberty, SC 
Kimberly Brandis Cooper Greenville, SC Mary Katherine Ingram Clemson, SC 
Claiborne Whitmire Copley Spartanburg, SC Sherwin D'Andre Jenkins Eutawville, SC 
Michael John Costa IV Greenville, SC Megan Christina Jerkins Pelzer, SC 
Jennifer Brooke Curry Greenville, SC Sarah Emilie Kemerling Newberry, SC 
Jeremy Lee Davis Pelzer, SC Jessica Blair Kierce Anderson, SC 
Mark Vernell Davis Washington, DC Leigh Anna Kluttz Charlotte, NC 
*Allison Leigh English Charleston, SC Marcus Channing Lawhorn Camden, SC 
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Graphic Communications (concinued) 
+**Lauren Dianne Lindsay _______ Edgefield, SC Douglas Robert Ramsay ________ Kingston, MA 
Andrew Pacrick Loflin Anderson, SC *Rebecca Arnecce Rencz Greenville, SC 
*Erin Elizabeth Maloney Hartsville, SC Abhar Rizk Clemson, SC 
Mary Nichol Maples Duncan, SC Julia Lane Rochester Greenville, SC 
Meagen Gabrielle Martin Greenville, SC Scoct Alan Runyan Alpharecca, GA 
Jennifer Marie McClain Pelzer, SC Daniel Vann Sap Inman, SC 
Sheri Ann McKay Mt Pleasant, SC Sarah Elizabeth Scott Lane, SC 
Jessica Erin Merithew Dekalb Junction, NY Kyle Braine Sperry Alpharetta, GA 
Jordan Elizabeth Moore Hartsville, SC Wesley Reid Stansell Greenville, SC 
Ashley Brooke Myers Greer, SC Richard Neal Swann, Jr. Georgetown, SC 
Matthew Alfred Perkins Mullins, SC *Travis Preston Taylor Mountville, SC 
Jodi Elizabeth Pratt Charleston, SC Jasmine Kim Lang Wu Foxboro, MA 
Industrial Management 
Roy Edward Funderburk Ill _______ Rock Hill, SC Adria Jeannine Salley ________ Walterboro, SC 
Ryan Stephen Lawson Aiken, SC 
Management 
Jonathan David Ashe _________ Greenville, SC Mark Daniel Johnson. _________ Greenville, SC 
Amy Nicole Bartley Greenwood, SC Frank Justin Kaspar Summerville, SC 
Andrew Michael Bray Beaufort, SC Anna Sims Kneeland V ienna, VA 
**Marie Elizabeth Breinich Elizabethville, PA Lindsey Ann Kroeger Cincinnati, OH 
Todd Kendall Broadwater Fayette, GA Andrew Cromer Land Seneca, SC 
Philip Justin Burke Aiken, SC Jason Kershaw Locklair Darlington, SC 
Ryan Garrett Cassella Cheshire, CT Dustin Anderson Maske Fort Mill, SC 
Sarah Elizabeth Cavanaugh Norfolk, VA Thomas Braxton McCants Mt Pleasant, SC 
Abbie Lauren Chapman Anderson, SC Ryan Christopher Mc Cay Moncks Comer, SC 
William Chase Childress Anderson, SC Philip Preston McClennon Goose Creek, SC 
William Dustin Clark West Columbia, SC Michael Jason McMillan Charleston, SC 
Karen Lakecia Coles Georgecown, SC Brian Anthony Mellard Orangeburg, SC 
Geran Lee Conway Woodruff, SC *Matthew Prince Mundy Abbeville, SC 
Zachary Harry Corontzes Clemson, SC Thomas Albert Peery Tazewell, VA 
C lifford Duncan Craig Blacksburg, SC Bryan Adam Pettit Greenville, SC 
Scott Patrick Cron in Roanoke, VA Jacqueline Joy Phipps Darlington, SC 
Jeffrey William Crowther Augusta, GA Michael Edward Pisarski, Jr. Huntington, NY 
Joshua Macthew Czarnecki Aiken, SC William Fredric Pope, Jr. Winnsboro, SC 
Christian Oliver Danuser Aclanca, GA *Joshua David Pusser Chesterfield, SC 
David Hugh Dickerson Toccoa, GA Steven Mark Pyzik Mt Airy, MD 
Chad Allen Oils Cincinnati, OH Kathryn Lindsay Reynolds Aiken, SC 
Thomas Francis Dunn, Jr. Easley, SC Rory Andrew Riley Alpharetta, GA 
Christopher Ryan DuRant Gable, SC Nathan Redmon Gary Roper Anderson, SC 
Jonathan Barry Edwards Greenwood, SC Neil Alexander Shepard Charleston, SC 
Charles Stephen Ellis, Jr. Abbeville, SC Stewart McGregor Simmons San Antonio, TX 
Lila Nicole Fowler Campobello, SC +*Laura Kay Smith Carrollton, TX 
Rodney Lonsdale Fry, Jr. Summerville, SC Peter Michael Stanley, Jr. Charleston, SC 
Stephan Daniel Gronberg Atlanta, GA Christine Michelle Stick Hanover, PA 
William Richard Gwathmey Norfolk, VA Katherine Ellen Swanson Ravenna, Ml 
Michael Eugene Hancock Piedmonc, SC Christopher George Teixeira East Greenwich, RI 
Keith Michael Hastings Spartanburg, SC Shaniya Vonteia Terrell Allendale, SC 
Ryan Tyler Heede Oradell, NJ Bradley David Thompson Rome, GA 
Matthew Scott Henrie Jupiter, FL *Leah Marie Thorscenson Nacogdoches, TX 
Jennifer Leigh Hoeben Seneca, SC Michael Aaron Tickle Travelers Rest, SC 
Katie Frances Holland Richmond, VA Nathan Joseph T raficanti Richmond, VA 
Hannah Christa Howard Walhalla, SC Mary Claire Weaver Greenwood, SC 
Laura Marie Howell Clifton, VA Blair Coleman Wright Spartanburg, SC 
Justin James Hyde Hoosick Falls, NY Shannon Alexis Zavorski Woodbury, NJ 
A lexandru Marian Ilie Bethesda, MD Eric James Zimmerman Hanover, PA 
Marketing 
Dustin Tyler Abercrombie ________ Seneca, SC Taylor Marie Dziama __________ Walpole, MA 
Brent Daniel Atwood Simpsonville, SC Joshua Logan Freeman Atlanta, GA 
Matthew Scott Barr San Jose, CA Mark Lauriston Furse Manning, SC 
Kevin Howard Bartlett North Attleboro, MA Derek Robert Gracely Greenville, SC 
Christopher Oneal Berry Spartanburg, SC Justin Leigh Graham Lake City, SC 
Matthew Barron Blackwelder Lexington, SC Tiffany Selene Haney Easley, SC 
John Taylor Boetsch Fort Mill, SC **Kristyn Michelle Hogan Beaufort, SC 
Rebecca Anne Bums Greenville, SC Aaron Mika! Hunt Oak Ridge, TN 
Michael Hennessey Calitri Canton, MA Steven Nash Jackson Summerville, SC 
***Jonathan Knox Career Greenville, SC Eric Stephen Jarinko Harleysville, PA 
Paula Kade Chapman West Columbia, SC Eric Travis Johnson Boston, MA 
Ralph C. Davis, Jr. Newark, DE Alyson Leamy Kennedy Simsbury, CT 
Grant Henry Robert Denniston Amhersc, NH Robert G. Kummer Fort Wayne, IN 
Jeremy Alan Doggett New Church, VA *Amanda Mare! Law Pittsburgh, PA 
Christan Marion Donohue Avondale, PA Emily Nicole Lowman Yale, NC 
Bridget Maureen Doory Baltimore, MD Michael Donnell Luckey Plano, TX 
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Marketing (continued) 
Jason Adam Macias---------- Taylors, SC Andrew J Schcerhorn .,------------Ho lland, Ml 
Tara Anne McElroy Holland, PA William Edward Showfety Atlant<i, GA 
Patrick Nelson McKinney Austin, TX Bradley George Stimson Alpharetta, GA 
Jason Horton McMillan Mullins, SC *James Michael Stoffer West Chester, OH 
Colin Vincent Mitchell Anchornge, AK Kevin Russell Styles Slater, SC 
Jonatl1<in Seth Newton Mt PleBsant, SC Gary Decin Swenson Senecci, SC 
Jeffrey M. Pagliaro Seneca, SC Ryan Allen Toole Columbia, SC 
Jeffrey Nicholas Paulson Atlanrn, GA ***Kelley Ann VanDongcn Mt Pleasant, SC 
Michael Heath Price Greenville, SC Shelly-Ann K. Weber Berlin, CT 
Nicole Anne Randall Knoxville, TN Charles David Whitehurst, Jr. Duluth, GA 
Joe Don Reames Seneca, SC Andrew Wentworth Wiggers Cincinnati, OH 
Geoffrey Evan Rigsby Greer, SC Ryan O'Shea Wolf Cumming, GA 
Kristin Mcuie Sarver Clemson, SC 
Political Science 
**Betsy Georgette Hope _____ Chesterfield, VA 
Psychology 
Jennifer Dianne Atkinson _______ Charleston, SC Christopher Michael Pell - ------- Bradenton, FL 
Tysheree Adore Beaty Woodruff, SC Tara Monet Pellecchia Jamison, PA 
Alan Kim Boling, Jr. Newport News, VA *Michelle Rogers Popham Easley, SC 
James L. Cannon Ill Conway, SC **James S. Rubinstein Anderson, SC 
Jennifer Heather Goldammer Woodbridge, VA Jason Tyrone Sampson Hinesville, GA 
Angela Nicole Hall Batesburg, SC +**Mary Jana Spearman Easley, SC 
Christopher Matthew Harrington Manning, SC Tashae Monique Tate Miami, FL 
Kendra Shenec James Mauldin, SC **Alexander David Walker Centreville, VA 
James Kenneth McKenzie Spartanburg, SC +***Amanda Michelle West Millbury, MA 
Sociology 
Sharounda Feleise Brown ______ West Columbia, SC Dennis Patrick Underwood ______ Summerville, SC 
Bret Kensley Davis Hopewell, OH *Joshua Ryan Walters Chester, SC 
Christy Marie Mills Greer, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
THOMAS MICHAEL KEINATH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Mathematical Sciences 
+*Matthew Kirkland Crider ______ Orangeburg, SC *Laney Lee Sims _ __________ Taylors, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Computer Science and Sociology 
*Jessica Renee Malcolm Philadelphia, PA 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Biosystems Engineering 
(Biosystems Engineering is jointly administered hy the 
College of Agriculture, Forestry, and Life Sciences and the Co llege of Engineering and Science.) 
Norman Isaac B6atwright IV _______ Florence, SC Lyndsay Diane Huffaker ________ Greenwood, SC 
Kelley Elizabeth Hinson Pendleton, SC *Don Chad Rowland Greenville, SC 
*Blake Thomas Holcomb Lebanon, OR Rachel Macauley Van Blaricom Naples, FL 
Michael Adam Hucks Lexington, SC 
Ceramic and Materials Engineering 
Natasha Rodricka Boyd ________ Greenville, SC James Howard Landis Ill ________ Rock Hill, SC 
Tavaras Tavor Brockman Cowpens, SC Michael Anthony Lionetti Houston, TX 
Gabriel Della-Fera Pickens, SC Melanie Renee McKay Pomaria, SC 
Timothy Richard Ellenberger Simpsonville, SC *Lionel Ruben Vargas-Gonzalez Columbia, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
Cameron Rogers Kirkpatrick ______ Duluth, GA 
Chemistry 
John Paul Clements __________ Florence, SC Victoria Lea S immons _________ Lithonia, GA 
Keith Frederick Press Enfield, CT *Cristy Marie White Savannah, GA 
+**Tobin Mari Raymond Irmo, SC 
Civil Engineering 
Kevin Donald Anderson ________ Rock Hill, SC Bradley Scott Cain __________ Lexington, SC 
John Costen Bauknight Charlotte, NC France Adrian Campbell Piedmont, SC 
Anderson Laverne Baxley Ill North Augusta, SC Todd Keenon Carroll Atlanta, GA 
William Kilgore Bean Spartanburg, SC Kathryn Page Copeland Clinton, SC 
Robert G lenn Blackwell Hanahan, SC John Michael Davis Hartsville, SC 
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Civil Engineering (continued) 
Mark Gerald DeSouza ~-------- Columbia, SC Philip LaRoche King _________ Folly Beach, SC 
Ryan Thomas Eckenrode Columbi<J, SC Benjamin Evans Mayer Lcxingrnn, SC 
*John Patten Eckley Bishopville, SC ***Douglas Keith Mayfield Morgantown, WV 
Erica Victoria Etter Virgin ia Be::lch, VA Joshua Timothy McClendon Rock Hill, SC 
Michael Fang Las Vegas, NV +**Nath:m Everett Morrow Valrico, FL 
Carrie Beth Frick Little Mountain, SC William Roland Gresham O'Neal Mt Pleasant, SC 
John Wilson Fulton II Sumter, SC Tara Rose Pagano Chammooga, TN 
Matthew Parker Goodner Rock Hill, SC **Michael Albert Putnam Charleston, SC 
Robert Taylor Gouge Ill Kingsport, TN Jeffrey David Ratteree Columbia, SC 
Jason Dale Gregorie Charleston, SC Ashley Darlene Rosborough Chester, SC 
Joshua James Grein Rock Hill, SC James Derck Scott Union, SC 
John Tison Harmon Inman, SC Christine Anne S loyer Seekonk, MA 
Christian Scott Horton Blythewood, SC Thomas Patrick Swindler North Charleston, SC 
Michael Bradford Hutto Bamberg, SC ***Seth Oakes Taylor Mountain Rest, SC 
*Hayes Winfred Jones Rock Hill, SC ***George Waluskiewicz Simpsonville, SC 
Michael Brian Keels Summerville, SC Todd Jeremy Warren Newberry, SC 
Christopher Sanford Kelly Camden, SC Ryan Von Williams Laurens, SC 
Computer Engineering 
*Arnold Mathew Cassell _________ Bacavia, OH +**Daniel Robert Purvis_~ ______ Greenville, SC 
Matthew Allan Csencsits Clover, SC +***Andrew Latimer Richards Irmo, SC 
+*Joseph Collin Hecker Potomac, MD Timothy Jacob Rogers Wooster, OH 
James Frederick Hyslop Greer, SC +•••Javier Schloemann Charleston, SC 
Tawana Shanta Johnson North Augusta, SC Jeffery Scott Taylor Spartanburg, SC 
+**Matthew David Krantz Lexington, SC ***Kelly Matthew Waller Fountain Inn, SC 
Bradley Scott Larson Bremerton, WA Ryan Pascal Waccs Mountville, SC 
Daniel Ernest Little Lexington, SC James Richard Wight Bemus Point, NY 
Jonathan Thomas Mack Essex Junction, VT Anthony Dwayne Williams Irmo, SC 
Ragan de McBride Findlay, OH Ashley Kissiah Wilson Aiken, SC 
William Michael McCreight, Jr. Summervi lle, SC *Joshua Adam Worthington Chattanooga, TN 
Russell Jeffrey Pearce Greenwood, SC Christopher Shay Wright Myrtle Beach, SC 
Computer Information Systems 
Julius Wistar Babb IV ________ Orangeburg, SC Jennifer Erin Miller ________ Boiling Springs, SC 
Cameron Boyle Charleston, SC Eamon Kiemba Moore Fort Mill, SC 
Penny Louise Campbell Dillon, SC Diana Louise Rambo Spartanburg, SC 
Melvin Carson, Jr. Huger, SC Donnell Le Var Scott Anderson, SC 
Tony Allen Crumpton Pickens, SC *Anthony E. Serechia New Egypt, NJ 
Kevin Michael Johnson Winnsboro, SC Dale Will iam Wassum Florence, SC 
*Teri Diane Leech Marietta, GA Travis Lee Wedel Indianapolis, IN 
Computer Science 
Alan Arsiniega~~----------~Greer, SC Mark Landon Madden _________ Anderson, SC 
***John Michael Ashmore Central, SC Brian Patrick Manard Sumter, SC 
Victor Hein-Ren C hen Greenville, SC William Daniel Marigliano Sharon Hill, PA 
Rylen A. Dreskin Simpsonville, SC Ryan K. McDonald Moncks Comer, SC 
+***Christopher Andrew Exell Rock Hill, SC *Brandon Alan Miller Sumter, SC 
Brad Thomas Forrescer Inman, SC Daniel Ryan Norris Knoxville, TN 
*Khoi Lam Hau Taylors, SC *John Francis Osborne Ill Falmouth, MA 
Reg Bernard lta Goose Creek, SC Michael Steven Svoboda Marietta, GA 
**Nicholas Kosmas Westminster, SC John Charles Taylor II Greer, SC 
Russell Lambright Smoaks, SC Jeffrey Daniel Welch Greenville, SC 
*Jason Michael Leyba Columbia, SC Robert Charles Whitten Ill Duxbury, MA 
Joshua Scott Loso Simpsonville, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
+*Shaun Christopher Barrett ________ Greer, SC Jeremy Dale Kiser ___________ Fort Mill, SC 
Joseph Edward Beasley Easley, SC Tracy Eugene Lyda Woodruff, SC 
Neil Amit Bhagat Columbia, SC Andre Montrell Manning Dillon, SC 
Joshua Mikel Bloom Bloomington, IL Kevin William McLaughlin Libertyville, IL 
Tyler Kettering Braxmeier Myrtle Beach, SC ***Andrew Edmund Neff Mauldin, SC 
Stephen Anthony Chausse Medford, MA +***Wil liam Ernest Overton Semino le, FL 
Eric Eisenzopf Woodbridge, VA Amit Hasmukh Patel Petersburg, VA 
Jason Altonie Friday Sumter, SC Carla Christine Perkins Charleston, SC 
+***James Michael Frye, Jr. Maryville, TN *Michael Joseph Thome Simpsonville, SC 
Crockett Anderson Hammond, Jr. Irmo, SC Jennifer Ranck Underwood Shrewsberry, PA 
Jessica Lee Harris Mullins, SC Patrick Alan Wilhelm Gastonia, NC 
Industrial Engineering 
ljeoma Ezinwanne Anadu _______ Orangcburg, SC Kristen Lauren Hale.~ _________ Waldorf, MD 
Christopher Michael Bair Aiken, SC +**Jill Anne Howard Hilton Head Island, SC 
Sara Nicole Ballentine Aiken, SC Azcl James Hutto IV Lexington, SC 
Emmanuel Brown, Jr. Florence, SC Angela Renee Johnson Orangeburg, SC 
James Gaulc Cannon Spartanburg, SC Emily Templeton Lackey Charleston, WV 
Adam Bums Corley Lexington, SC +*Daniel Fleming Lee Denmark, SC 
Justin Andrew Gentles Plainfield, NJ Jason Keith Moon Georgetown, SC 
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Industrial Engineering (continued) 
Diallo Sekou Moor•----------,-,--- Chester, SC David Alexander Price, Jr. ______ Spartanburg, SC 
Jacob Bryan Mullenix Virginia Beach, VA Brian John Vena Forked River, NJ 
Shashikant R. Patel Kershaw, SC +**Benjamin James Vining Rock Hill, SC 
*Bryan Wayne Pearce Greenwood, SC Kia Ursula White Georgetown, SC 
Christi Nicole Pickett Longs, SC Tonya LaShawn Woods Rock Hill, SC 
Mathematical Sciences 
*Kamala Hemtanon __________ Greenville, SC Richard Anthony Soanes _______ Arima, Trinidad 
Alison Neale Hughes Greer, SC +*Dana Allison Walker Aiken, SC 
*Thang Van Nguyen North Charleston, SC 
Mechanical Engineering 
Daniel David Bean _ _______ ---,- Charleston, SC *Timothy Daniel McCord _______ Abbeville, SC 
Douglas Alan Billings North Augusta, SC Alan James McGee Fairfax, VA 
Matthew Steven Cabe Tiger, GA James I eo Mclemore II Elgin, SC 
*Brian Duane Card Seneca, SC *Kevin Michael McMahan Charlotte, NC 
+**Matthew Allen Ciuca Lexington, SC Eric Scott Moore Ninety Six, SC 
C hristopher Wayne Compton Belton, SC Mason Dane Morehead Alcoa, TN 
Danielle LeJean Duval Deerfield Beach, FL Joshua Mitchell Ogulewicz Springfield, MA 
Chad Ryan Fish Aiken, SC Erik Leonard Olson Los Gatos, CA 
Daro\ Blake Foster Spartanburg, SC Jonathan Ashley Osborn Sycamore, OH 
David Ryan George Graniteville, SC Michael Alexander Pitt El Cajon, CA 
Jason Derek Hayes Mauldin, SC Travis Shane Ramsey York, SC 
Jonathan Adams Henson Greer, SC Charles Ryan Raymond Ill Hanahan, SC 
Carl Edward Hurley Laurens, SC Scott Rodney Runyon Summerville, SC 
Daniel Alan Hynum Vicksburg, MS *Andrew Bennett Rusk Boiling Springs, SC 
+*James David Kelly Easley, SC +*D.wid Andrew Schumacher Marietta, GA 
Brooks Marshall Keys, Jr. Belton, SC Richard Paul Scott, Jr. Warrenville, SC 
Loren Shaun Lee Walhalla, SC Darren Patrick Truett Piedmont, SC 
+*Eric Wilson Livingston North, SC Cameron Lewis Vaughn Greenville, SC 
Joerg Sven Marks Charleston, SC Jeffrey Thomason Ward York, SC 
Michael Anthony Martin Houston, TX John Wesley Wiggins West Columbia, SC 
+**Sarah Howe McBride Boiling Springs, SC James Ryan Woerz Florissant, MO 
Physics 
+**Stephen Andrew Sells _______ Orangeburg, SC Stephen Scott Wagemann _______ Lakewood, WA 
David Phillip Tarbox, Jr. Pendleton, SC 
Polymer and Textile Chemistry 
Eric Israel Stukes Sumter, SC 
Textile Management 
Katherine Anne Bailey------ Haddon Heights, NJ Thomas Kendrick Stevenson ------ Great Falls, SC 
Matthew Daniel Maxwell Florence, SC Na'lmah Tajahhughes Thompson Greenville, SC 
Scott Ernest Parsons Mt Pleasant, SC 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
LAWRENCE ROBERT ALLEN, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
Ebony Shavon Bess ----------- Huger, SC Kristen Kay McKee cc-----------Greenville, SC 
Courtney Alisha Booth Lancaster, SC Lauren Paisley Mikell Charleston, SC 
**Sally Marie Bozard St Matthews, SC *Jan Elizabeth Moses C lover, SC 
Ashley Laura Burdette Iva, SC Sarah Pelter O'Hanlan Liberty, SC 
*Jaclyn Ann Corwin Columbia, MD Lauren Ashley Pedersen Columbia, SC 
*Octavia Lane Culbertson Mauldin, SC Tanya Grace Peterson Glen Ellyn, lL 
Mary Lanier Dillehay Greenville, SC Brandy Shea Ragle Heath Springs, SC 
Cheryl Michelle Dodson Simpsonville, SC *Natalie Grace Riles Greenville, SC 
*Jessica Robin Ellenburg Central, SC Terri Nicole Robinson Atlanta, GA 
Kristen Nichole Grant North Augusta, SC Elizabeth Leigh Schultz Lawrenceville, GA 
*Catherine Leigh Grinstead Cornelia, GA Shera Denise Simpson Lexington, SC 
Sara Jean Harrison Easley, SC *Jennifer Lauren Triplett Johnston, SC 
Leslie Anne Hornick Anderson, SC 
Elementary Education 
Erin Rebecca Brackett __________ Seneca, SC ***Ashley Nicole Flynn---------- Elgin, SC 
Martha Page Brownlee Greenville, SC Amanda Lee Greer Spartanburg, SC 
Allison Kristen Calvert Abbeville, SC *Alison Elizabeth Hancock Arnold, CA 
Robert Lee Carswell Gary, lN Anna C lark Hendricks Abbeville, SC 
**Joye Sloan Clardy Pendleton, SC Ashley Elizabeth Henson Charleston, SC 
+*Tara Nichole Crewe Avonmore, PA **Nancy Legare Holmes Mt Pleasant, SC 
Heather Marie Eargle Batesburg~Leesville, SC Jennifer Naomi Jaynes Chesnee, SC 
Donald Banks Faulkner, Jr. Lexington, SC William David Link, Jr. Greenville, SC 
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Elementary Education (concinued) 
Fallon Ashley Lore __________ Anderson, SC *Kari Chastain Shedd--------- Six Mile, SC 
Kerry Kathleen McCarthy Camden, SC Carey Alexander Sherwood Pickens, SC 
Candice Johnson McKenzie Florence, SC Robyn Marie Taylor Anderson, SC 
Kathrynn Anne Murphy Lexington, SC Michael Aaron Truitt Wagener, SC 
+**Jennifer Nichols Ninety Six, SC Eleanor Jenkins Whaley Wadmalaw Island, SC 
Aften Lee Paul Summerton, SC Carrie Ashleigh Whitlock Blythewood, SC 
Joshua Neil Pittman Easley, SC Mary Margaret Wise Chester, VA 
Meleah Brooke Rice Maineville, OH James Clinton Yarborough Hazzard, GA 
Joshua Sean Runion Kershaw, SC 
Secondary Education 
Karl Edward Addis, Jr. _________ Walhalla, SC Natalie Lynn Goglia ---------- Danville, IL 
Julie Nicole Aderhold Etowah, TN Joshua Matthew Adam Mcjunkins Norris, SC 
Bradley James Blackston Starr, SC Cynthia Leah Proveaux Blythewood, SC 
Michael Christopher Boney Mays Landing, NJ *Mason William Riley Greenville, SC 
Clyde Thomas Britt Ill Richmond, RI Amanda Renee Sisneros Placerville, CA 
Shannon Brooke Cox Woodruff, SC Christopher August Strauch Galesburg, IL 
Benjamin Gabriel Croxton Warner Robins, GA Diane L. Wallendjack Kensington, MD 
Amber Long Freeman Westminster, SC 
Special Education 
+**Kelly Lynn Costello ________ Gainesville, FL Chalisa Essie Wolfe __________ Pamplico, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Health Science 
Shaunte LaDesha Belron _______ Orangeburg, SC Christina Marie Kober _________ Snellville, GA 
Cristin Brooke Caruso Spartanburg, SC ***Jan Marie McCallum Greenville, SC 
Danielle Faith Feiner Kennett Square, PA *Michael DuBose Mcinnis Bristol, VA 
Nathaniel David Fields Toledo, OH Megan Elizabeth McNulty Cleveland, TN 
**Sarah Geneva Gardner Waldorf, MD Laurie Elizabeth Pace Rock Hill, SC 
Ezekiel Allen Godfrey Travelers Rest, SC Katherine Suzanne Price Abbeville, SC 
*Kimberly Laurin Hampton Fort Mill, SC Katherine Ann Pusateri Greenville, SC 
Joseph Michael Patrick Harris Fort Myers, FL Billy Gordon Rogers Ill Dillon, SC 
*Stephen Ryan Heape Clemson, SC Franchesca Lyn Rosario Goose Creek, SC 
Kristin Elizabeth Higgins Pasadena, MD Rebecca Graham Snider Camden, SC 
Amanda Dean Hinson Dillon, SC Hillary Rachel Uphold Greenville, SC 
Katie Marie Hogue Columbia, SC 
Mathematics T caching 
+*Brian Michael Schulc _______ Wilson, NY 
Nursing 
***Deborah Lucille Barnett------- Anderson, SC Daro! Albert Kirby Ill Timmonsville, SC 
Kathryn Dale Barton Greenville, SC Emily Jean Knox Belton, SC 
Colleen Danielle Binks Shelbyville, TN ***Trudy Ann Lovejoy Central, SC 
Gerrie Simeon Black Columbia, SC ***Tammy Mae Manchester Taylors, SC 
Cassandra Joy Boltz Easley, SC **Jerry Lee McCall Greenville, SC 
Jessica Rian Bonner Chapin, SC **Ranee Ellenburg McCall Liberty, SC 
*Rachel Linda Bostwick Walhalla, SC **Angela Denise McMahan McClain ___ Anderson, SC 
Latoya Janelle Brailsford Bishopville, SC Kelly A. Musselwhite Greenville, SC 
**Debra Jean Brock Westminster, SC Sarah Lynn Nichols Lexington, SC 
Elizabeth Anne Burguet Baltimore, MD Chelsea Jo Ni wot Georgetown, SC 
Valerie Nichole Campbell Charleston, SC Kathryn Diana Owens Easley, SC 
*Leigh Anne Chasteen Anderson, SC Julie Rebekah Parnell Lugoff, SC 
**Lia Pauline Clardy Pelzer, SC Taylor Virginia Pope Seneca, SC 
Lamibia Sentell Clark Hartsville, SC Holland Leigh Porter Easley, SC 
**Kelly Vaughn Crawford Anderson, SC Tclatha Cornelia Powell Johnsonville, SC 
Sara Elizabeth Curtis Sumter, SC *Elizabeth Anne Prince Greenville, SC 
Crystal Elaine Doughty Purcellville, VA ***Judy Ann Riley Fall River, MA 
Lucy Caroline Faller Cayce, SC Jacqueline Suzanne Scribner Greenville, SC 
Stephanie Lauren Glenn Pickens, SC *Nicole Marie Seiler South New Berlin, NY 
India Eudora Graham Columbia, SC Lucille Deionne Syracuse Easley, SC 
Ashley Brooke Hancock Piedmont, SC **Jennifer Lindi Tapp Greenville, SC 
*Amanda Brooke Hudgens Anderson, SC Aaron Blake Gabriel Taylor Kingsport, TN 
Megan Kellie Huff Greenville, SC **Leslie Ann Trapp Kingsport, TN 
**Mateashia Shanel Pruitt Hunter Seneca, SC **Jennifer Elizabeth Bryant Vaughn ___ Simpsonville, SC 
*Tiffany Ann Jackson Greenwood, SC Thomas Marvin Waters Greenville, NC 
Shannon Marie Johnson Anderson, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Christopher Lynn Aldrich _______ Summerville, SC Joshua Charles Greenawalt _______ Middleburg, FL 
Benjamin Lee Bishop Greenville, SC John Robertson Haskins Charleston, SC 
Lindsay Elizabeth Browne Carlsbad, CA Mark Thomas Henly Denver, PA 
John Frederick Dean Raleigh, NC Cassandra Marie Kennedy Clinton, SC 
William Henry Casey Dietrich Charleston, SC Jeffrey Michael King Mt Pleasant, SC 
+***Erin Elizabeth Flynn Greenwood, SC Caroline Stewart Kreidler Greenville, SC 
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Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management (continued) 
Brian Gregory Paul Lark _______ Travelers Rest, SC Jonath<in Dantzler Shug<irt ________ Manning, SC 
Andrew Ryan Lupise\la Greenville, SC Dclvid Michael Smith Hawley, PA 
Christ ine Rurh Manin Greenville, SC Pamela Joy Swples Aynor, SC 
Frances Marie Mikell Sumter, SC Lakeia Nicole Srokes Covington , GA 
Christina Irene Moore Sumter, SC *Diane Elise Ulmer C incinnati, OH 
N icholas C hristopher Norton Ware, MA Ronda L. Walker Greenville, SC 
Michelle Nicole Rayfield Chesterfield, SC Lindsey Lauren Walters St George, SC 
Michael William Reese Spartanburg, SC Allyson Virginia Wills Indianapolis, IN 
Stephen Tyler Rhyne A lpharetta, GA 
Science Teaching 
Michael Edward Bryant __________ Pelzer, SC Machete Lee Phillips ________ Summerville, SC 
Warren Fladger Hucks Aynor, SC 
Technology and Human Resource Development 
Brian Frank C iancio _________ Woodbury, CT Brian N icholas Kay ---------- Anderson, SC 
**Sally Crenshaw Glenn Seneca, SC Bretta Susanne Lusk Walhalla, SC 
Charles Pinkney Greene, Jr. Rock Hill, SC *Jason Allen Pru ice Anderson, SC 
Cedric Lamar Johnson Barwick, GA Jeremy Samuel Pundt Chester, SC 
Charles Luther Johnson, Jr. Columbia, SC Dorothy Diane Smith Irmo, SC 
Gary Fain Johnson Bessemer C ity, NC 
*Cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 to J.69 
**Magna cum laude: A grade po int ratio of 3.70 to J.89 
•••Summa cum laude: A grade puinr ratio of J.90 to 4.00 
+Calhoun Honors College: The graduates so designated in the printed graduation program have completed an enriched program of study through the Calhoun Honors 
College. To earn this distinction, students must maintain an overall grade-point ratio of 3.40 or higher and complete the requirements of General Honors and/or 
Depamnenral Honors. Smdenrs who have earned Departmental Honors appear in [he line of march wearing the Calhoun Honors College Medallion on an orange 
and purple ribbon. This medallion is made possible hy an end11wmenr esrablished by Mrs. Katherine lnahinet Vickery of Columbia, South Carolina, to honor the 
memory of her husband and Clemson graduate, the lace B. C. Inabinet. 
Students wearing the white stoles over their gowns are graduating with a 3.00 or better grade-point average. Those who are members of University recognized 
honorary societies may have the names of those societies embroidered on one side of the stole with the University seal embroidered on the other side. 
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AWARDS 
THE CLASS OF '39 A WARD FOR EXCELLENCE 
In 1989 on the occasion of the 50'h Anniversary of its graduation from Clemson University (then the 
Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina), the Class of 1939 established the Award for Excellence. 
It is presented annually to a faculty member whose contributions over the immediately preceding five-year 
period are judged by the faculty member's peers to represent the highest achievement of service to the 
University and the Student Body. 
RECIPIENT OF THE CLASS OF '39 A WARD FOR EXCELLENCE FOR 2004 
ART YOUNG 
Robert S. Campbell Chair in Technical Communications 
Professor of English and Engineering 
FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
Established at Clemson University in 1959, this award is made annually by the faculty of Clemson 
University to the member of the graduating class who has the highest scholastic achievement. All 
graduates who have completed the requirements for the bachelor's degree since the last commencement 
exercise and who have completed at Clemson at least 75 percent of the work required for graduation shall 
be eligible for consideration. 
RECIPIENTS OF THE FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD FOR 2004 
DARCY LAINE AUSTIN 
Indian Harbour Beach, FL 
ERIN ELIZABETH FLYNN 
Greenwood, SC 
EMILY CLAIRE JACOBS 
Gastonia, NC 
ANDREW LA TIMER RICHARDS 
Irmo, SC 
JAVIER SCHLOEMANN 
Charlesron, SC 
SETH OAKES TAYLOR 
Mountain Rest, SC 
KELLEY ANN VANDON GEN 
Mt. Pleasant, SC 
Historical Statement 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson (1807-1888), who left 
the bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the 
institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educated at the Royal 
School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). His early profession was that of a mining 
engineer; however, circumstances diverted his interests into politics and the life of 
a southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate of scientific 
agriculture. He had a career as a diplomat (charge d'affaires to Belgium, 
1844-1852) and served as the first Superintendent of Agricultural Affairs in 
Washington (1860). As a scientist he published numerous articles in the fields of 
mining, chemistry and agriculture. His varied activities included his assistance in 
the founding of the Maryland Agricultural College, his support of the Morrill Act, 
his leadership in South Carolina after the Civil War, and his part in founding 
Clemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son-in-law of South Carolina's John C. Calhoun, a 
political figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth 
century. Mr. Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as a 
national shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with an enrollment 
of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced only two four-year curricula, 
supplemented by two two-year preparatory courses. Today the University has six 
major academic units. These are the College of Agriculture, Forestry, and Life 
Sciences, the College of Architecture, Arts, and Humanities, the College of 
Business and Behavioral Science, the College of Engineering and Science, the 
College of Health, Education, and Human Development, and the Graduate 
School. 
Clemson University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the 
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, 
Georgia 30033-4097; telephone number 404-679-4501) to award the Bachelor's, 
Master's, Education Specialist, and Doctor's degrees. Various curricula are 
accredited by the AACSB International (Association to Advance Collegiate 
Schools of Business), Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, 
American Council for Construction Education, American Society of Landscape 
Architects, Computing Science Accreditation Board, National Architectural 
Accrediting Board, National Association of Industrial Technology, National 
Association of Schools of Art and Design, National Council for Accreditation of 
Teacher Education, National League for Nursing, NRPA/AALR Council on 
Accreditation, Planning Accreditation Board, and Society of American Foresters. 
Clemson is a land-grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in its 
primary academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus and at 
five agricultural experiment stations located in the State. The University is also 
heavily committed to a varied program of public service, including the work of 
agricultural extension which has professional personnel located in each of the 
State's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
Farmer and McGarity/arr. Freeman 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of greater conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
Candidates appearing in this program are not certified graduates. Likewise, academic 
honors designations are based upon performance prior to final grades. Both certification of 
graduation and honors designations must come from the Registrar of the University. 
********** 
First Aid-A First Aid Station is located at the North entrance. 
Evacuation System-Littlejohn Coliseum is equipped with a fire alarm evacuation system. 
In the event of activation, as noted by sustained horns and strobe lights, please proceed to 
the closest available exit. Remain outside the building until fire officials deem the building 
safe to re-enter. 
No Smoking-Smoking is prohibited in Littlejohn Coliseum. 
